Minute of Committee Meeting 17th January 2016
Present:Alistair, Deb, Jon, Graham and Chris.
Apologies from Darren, Craig and Dave.
No items on the agenda, so there was a rundown of the last meetings minutes.
Jon has been putting feelers out to see if there is any interest in joining our polo team.
He will now contact some of the local clubs officially.
There is no option now for an earlier pool session, so it stays as is. 8.15pm- 9.15pm.
Games at the pool, while agreed it was an excellent idea, should be organised and encouraged as
and when appropriate.
A coach’s rota is still to be organised, Jon is to compile a list.
The need for 2 junior boats and 1 large boat is still agreed. Deb is to check out if there could be any
possible funding for these before we go out and purchase.
Noel is looking into possible funding for C1 equipment (boat, deck and paddle).
Social ideas were talked about and the necessity for a social secretary was questioned.
A new position of fundraiser /promotions officer might benefit the club better.
Jon is to put together a proposal to table at the next AGM.
With the need for a new Welfare officer, it was questioned if there was a need for them to be on
the committee if they preferred not to be.
It was decided, although tempting, not to ‘bribe’ members along to the AGM, but try to encourage
their participation more.
Jon has given Chris 2 more names for the trailer rota.
There has been some progress updating news on the clubs website. Still no publicity through local
newspapers and media though.
Chris and Graham are keen to organise 2 or 3 trips with the ‘opens’ in mind. Scotland, Lake District
and Norfolk all possibilities.
The Wimpole Hall event in June was discussed. Jon is to contact John at Wimpole Hall to find out
exactly what documentation we need and how much insurance will cost.
If it is financially viable then Chris will begin to organise our stand at the event.
Chris to contact Jeff Toser about the loan of the Ergo machine for the event.

The AGM is arranged for Sunday 20th March
Chris is to put first message out to onelist informing of the date and asking for nominations for
awards. Followed by further reminders.
Next meeting to be held end of February.

